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Why engage on a QuickStart?
Drive your understanding of the cost savings, flexibility
and capabilities of SD-WAN.
Perform an SD-WAN readiness assessment to identify
requirements to adopt SD-WAN.
Capture your current WAN infrastructure and application usage.
Provide a high-level migration cost estimate.
Define a strategic roadmap identifying in-flight and planned
projects that could impact the WAN.
Identify risks and issues in advance of any planned migration.

QuickStart services
Discover: Review in-scope infrastructure and applications.
Assess: Current environment assessment, existing technologies
review, high priority technical and business in-flight projects.
Recommend: Identify potential costs savings and next steps
recommendations to provide a strategic roadmap along with
high-level implementation costs.
Follow-Up Engagement: Detailed SD-WAN Planning.

The Case for an SD-WAN QuickStart
Whether this is your first foray into software defined infrastructure or
whether you are looking to assess your readiness to move away from
static and traditionally expensive MPLS, we will work with you to define
a roadmap to deliver your SD-WAN strategy. The SD-WAN QuickStart
helps you fast-track your decision making, with expertise that assesses
the suitability of your environment in adopting SD-WAN. By analysing
your existing network and security infrastructure along application
traffic, Telstra Purple can determine whether SD-WAN can help you
deliver a flexible, cost effective network that supports the business.

The SD-WAN QuickStart Process
Telstra Purple will hold workshops with your team to analyse and
understand your existing infrastructure, reviewing connectivity, latency,
performance, processes, management, security and policies. We will
then work with your organisation to understand any commercial drivers
which could help shape your SD-WAN journey.
We will undertake a range of discovery activities depending on your
current and target operating models. An SD-WAN readiness report
will be produced to document at a high level your infrastructure and
applications allowing us to produce next steps and recommendations.
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